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THE DISNEY PRINCESSES come together in one collection of early readers! Featuring Belle,

Cinderella, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, andJasmine in their own special stories, this paperback

bind-up includes five Step into Reading titles.
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This Princess Story Collection is a nice way to add to your collection of Step into Reading books in

an inexpensive way. I reqested this book from my local library to see what books were included. I

am now here to purchase it for my daughter. It is a nice collection of 5 of the Step into Reading

Early Readers. You get five Disney Princess books for the retail price of two if purchased

individually.The books included are:"Cinderella's Countdown To The Ball" Step 1,"Friends For A

Princess" (Snow White) Step 1,"A Pony For A Princess" (Belle) Step 2,"Surprise For A Princess"

(Sleeping Beauty or Briar Rose in this book) Step 2,and finally "A Pet For A Princess" (Jasmine)

Step 2.I just wish Ariel was included in this collection as she is my daughter's favorite but she still

loves the other princesses as well. She is only 4 and can't yet read them on her own but they are

subjects that interest her. These books have one to two sentences per page and after I read a page

I have her point out to me one of the words I read and have her either tell me what it starts with or



how to spell it. She enjoys this.My first grade son also enjoys the Step Into Reading books as well

and they help encourage him to read.The Step Into Reading books have lots of books on the latest

movies my kids enjoy so it is fun for them to "read" about subjects that already interest them.There

is a Disney/Pixar Step Into Reading Story Collection to be released in August 2008. I hope they

make more of these collections. I hope this information has been helpful.

My daughter is 5 years old and just starting kindergarten. She is a beginning reader, able to read all

the Dick and Jane books and many Dr. Seuss books.I bought this book because my daughter

wanted it. She's into Disney princesses. This book is a collection of Disney princess stories for level

1 and level 2 readers. My daughter is a level 1 reader. In the level 1 stories of this book, the

sentences are nice and short, the font is large, and there is usually only one sentence per page. It

appears designed for children to read to themselves. However, the vocabulary is too difficult. Many

of the words are not beginning reader sight words and are also not easy to sound out. She had

trouble reading it and decided she did not like the book.Now, I could read the level 1 stories to my

daughter, which I have. They are not an adult-read-to-child friendly stories. Sentences tend to be

choppy, stories are lacking and any rhyming is awkward at best.The level 2 stories are more

interesting. An adult may enjoy reading them to a child or a child of that level may easily read them

herself. The sentences flow more smoothly and the vocabulary is more appropriate.This book is

best suited for first grade level students. Level 1 students will find this book too difficult to read.

My daughter is in Kindergarten and just learning to read so I thought the Step books would make a

great Easter Basket Stuffer.Unfortunately I didn't look at the description close enough OR it wasn't

obvious enough but of the five stories, only one is step one. The rest are step two.I think it's a good

value to get this many stories in one but I really wanted them ALL to be step one since it'll be a

while before she moves on to step two.The stories themselves are cute and every little princess fan

will love them. I like when there are original stories with characters my kids love because then they

are more likely to want to read them.

These stories are fabulous for the little girl who loves princesses. Unfortunately the binding just

doesn't hold up. We have now had to purchase two of these. If your child likes this book but you're

looking for the next step up (a bit more text, more advanced), I'd recommend 5-Minute Princess

Stories

(http://www..com/5-Minute-Princess-Stories/dp/1423146573/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1399561616



&sr=8-1&keywords=5-minute+princess+stories). Best part is that that one is hard cover so it doesn't

fall apart.

This is a great book for the little ones who can't read as well as the new reader. Our toddler loves

the princesses and love the illustrations in the book. After reading with her she can remember some

of the words and will say them while pointing to the word as we read together. Worth purchasing.

Some of these stories are great; some go overboard trying to be politically correct. I wish they would

just tell the story without their politics getting involved. Also, this was a gift for my grand daughter,

and she received (and I am being charged for) TWO of them when I only wanted/ordered one.

My daughter loves this book. I like that the stories are different reading levels. We enjoy each story

but as she starts reading on her own (she's three) it's something she can grow with while reading

stories about the characters she likes so much.

My little sister loves this book. The stories are about the princesses but they're not the main story. If

I recall correctly, each story had the princesses doing a task and overcoming it. Granted, it was a

big life changing task but more like chores. It's a good read for beginner readers that are real girly

girls.
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